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A regional water plan has some questioning whether the proposal puts too much emphasis on 
new water projects and ignores feasible conservation strategies.  

The draft proposal for Region H — the 15-county area that includes Galveston — spells out how 
area water planners intend to meet the region’s needs.  

It’s one of 16 plans from regions around Texas that comprise the 2017 state water plan, which 
provides a blueprint for how to quench increased water demand amid rapid population growth.  

Environmental groups, including the Galveston Bay Foundation and the Sierra Club, argue the 
current draft would provide more water than the region needs, which could lead to unnecessary 
costs and wasted resources.  

“Even though the plan has made progress on conservation, it’s still primarily a plan to build our 
way out of whatever we project our water needs to be rather than looking more comprehensively 
at how we manage our water,” Ken Kramer, water resources chairman for the Sierra Club and an 
alternate board member for the Region H water-planning group, said in an interview. 

Others defend the big projects included as necessary to meet certain regional goals.  

“Everybody would like to see conservation as a bigger part of the equation but it’s hard to 
measure,” Mike Turco, an alternate board member for the Region H water planning group and 
manager of the Harris Galveston Subsidence District, said. 

“You have to build these big projects to move water around to get it to where it needs to be so 
we can get folks off groundwater,” he said.  

The draft water plan, which will be submitted to the Texas Water Development Board by Dec. 1, 
estimates future water needs based off projected population changes and proposes strategies for 
meeting that demand. 

Population in Region H is projected to grow from approximately 7.3 million in 2010 to 
approximately 11.7 million in 2070, according to the draft.   

“As a growing region with expanding populations and increased economic development, Region 
H projects substantial needs over the planning horizon through the 2070 decade,” the draft stated.  

The plan lays out a number of strategies and projects to meet demand. But environmentalists said 
many of the proposed projects are unnecessary, particularly if the region developed more 
comprehensive conservation policies, such as permanent lawn-watering restrictions.  



The plan “proposes projects and strategies that would potentially provide 1,777,299 acre-feet per 
year of water to the region by 2070 — an excess of approximately 760,000 acre-feet per year 
above what is projected to be needed by the region at that time,” Kramer said in public 
comments to the planning group. 
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